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Who are the migrants?
Migrants for economical/family/ study reasons: 5.255.153 – 8,3% of pop.
They come with a clear migration project and only if they get an authorization
before coming
Country of
origin

Absolute value

Impact on the
total number of
foreigners

Rumenia

1.151.395

22,9%

Albany

467.687

9,3%

Morocco

437.485

8,7%

China

271.330

5,4%

Who are the migrants?
1. They produce the 9% of italian GDP
2. 9% of the enterprises have been created by migrants
coming from Morocco, Rumenia and China (Trade,
Constructions and food services)
3. They contribute to our retirement system: 11billion of
contribution per year

And the forced migrants?
International protection seekers, refugees, beneficiaries of
subsidiary protection and «humanitarian» protection. Law
referrement: «Geneva Convention 1951» and 32-33/2013 EU
Directives issued under the CEAS - Common European Asylum
System adopted in Italy with d.lgs. 142/2015 and 18/2014
(recast)

And the forced migrants?
Victim of trafficking: those who are forced to enter in Italy for
prostitution or begging. We give them tutelage through the
law on immigration ( art. 18 D.lgs.286/98).
People affected by deseases: the Italian autorithies give them
humanitarian protection at discretion according with TU
Immigrazione.
Unaccompanied minor: those who enter before 18 years.They
cannot be expelled and they are sent by the family for earning
money. We give them tutelage under the law 47/2017 and
Civil Code.

The Italian reception system
Reception system for refugees, sub, MISNA,
special cases- Siproimi/Protection System for
Beneficiaries of International Protection and for
Unaccompanied Foreign Minors – All over Italy
about 35.860 places
CAS – Extraordinary centers
asylum seekers
(2018 – about 140.000
places)

Rome in numbers
Inhabitants: 2.868.468
Foreigners 363.563 (Rumenia, Albany, Morocco
and China)
Siproimi places: 2.000
Cas: 5.188 places (2018)

120 places for vulnerable migrants

What happens…
During the reception period they receive services.
According to their requirements different solutions…Integration?

Services network

What is integration?
UNHCR – United Nation High Commissioner for Refugees
The integration of refugees is a dynamic and two-way process which requires efforts by
all parties concerned:
Preparation on the part of refugees to adapt to the host society
Availability on the part of host communities.
The process of integration is complex and gradual
1)

2)

Comprising:
legal
economic
social
cultural dimensions
1.

2.

3.

4.

WHY DO WE NEED INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES?













Italian welfare system is not so inclusive
Need of tailored measures of holders of protection ( faster, individual)
Need of particular services not offered by the public ( ISL classes, fast training
activitites, support in burocratic procedures)
Will of an integrated societies regardless ethnicity, nationality, gender, social status
Need of addressing a new narrative for migration against the current opinion

Defense of civil rights of migrants and refugees

But the education?
In terms of education, the Italian Constitution guarantees the person’s full development
and this right is recognised in the following articles:





N. 30 (parents’ right and duty to their children’s education),
N. 33 (the Republic institutes norms for education and provides community with
schools)
N. 34 (free access to education).

In terms of openness to foreign citizens’ right to education, the Italian constitution is
inspired by principles of ‘universalism’, ‘common school’, ‘centrality of the person in the
relation with the other’, ‘inter-culture’.

But the education?
EU Action Plan on integration 2016
5 policy priorities for the integration of migrants and refugees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pre arrival measures
Access to education
Integration in the labour market
Access to basic services
Active participation

But the education?
On the ground of these Action plan, the following 10 lines of action have been
drawn by Italian government:
- practices for welcoming and integrating to the school;
- Italian as a second language; - promotion of multilinguism;

- relation with families and orientation;
- construction of relation inside and outside the schools’ environment;
- intervention on discriminations and prejudices;
- intercultural perspectives in knowledge and skills;
- autonomies and networks among school institutions, civil society and the
territory;
- the role of school officials;
- the role of teaching and non-teaching staff.

But the education?
The intercultural path that Italian school had undertaken implies that, on the
one hand, foreign minors and adults are assisted in their learning path by
services and courses implemented by the State, Regional governments and
local agencies; on the other hand, Italian children and their families are
encouraged to develop more interactive relations with foreign/immigrant
schoolchildren and their families.
Therefore, particular attention is given to intercultural education to be assured
by the school community by embracing linguistic and cultural differences as a
value at the core of mutual respect and exchange among cultures.

In September 2014, the Ministry of Education instituted the Observatory for
the Integration of Foreign Students and Intercultural Education aimed at
adjusting school integration policies to the ongoing transformation of society.
At legislative level, therefore, Italy grants free access to schools of foreign
students, it is the right and duty of every foreign parent to know the rights
that are recognized by the Constitution.

The integration of migrants is the only way of improving the condition of living
inside each communities – Programma integra philosophy
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